Fixed Price Solutions

Energy Price Certainty With Simplicity

We designed Fixed Price Solutions for customers who want stability and simplicity. You pay one fixed price per kilowatt (kWh) for all of your electricity usage for the term of your choice. One-time decision, one price, one simple bill.

Based on your historical and forecasted consumption, we determine how much power to purchase in advance to be able to provide a fixed price for you. We manage the risk so you can relax.

Benefits:

• **Price Certainty**—One fixed price for all usage.

• **Simplicity**—Make a one-time decision and get an easy-to-understand bill.

• **Easier Budget Management**—Manage to your budget because the price is fixed in advance for all usage.

• **Usage Variance Protection**—Keep a fixed price even when your usage varies from events beyond your control, such as a long summer heat wave.

Options:

• Ancillaries, capacity, and transmission can be fixed or passed through, depending on the wholesale market. If fixed, they are included in your contract price.

• Purchase renewable energy certificates to green a percentage of your usage.

Market prices are volatile; they can change by a lot, quickly. With Fixed Price Solutions, your price is locked in to protect you from market price changes.

With Fixed Price Solutions, your fixed price covers all your usage so you are not exposed to market price changes.
Constellation, an Exelon company, is a leading competitive supplier of power, natural gas, renewable energy and energy management products and services for homes and businesses across the continental US. We provide integrated energy solutions that help customers strategically buy, manage and use their energy. Our customers, including two-thirds of the Fortune 100, rely on our commitment to innovation, reliability, transparency and service. That is the kind of value you and your communities can expect from Constellation.

Serving Competitive Energy Markets Throughout The US

Our offices are strategically located and staffed with energy experts to serve customers in all competitive energy markets in the US.

SERVED WITH ELECTRICITY
SERVED WITH NATURAL GAS
SERVED WITH ELECTRICITY & NATURAL GAS

Solar solutions, energy efficiency projects and renewable energy are also available across the continental US.

Products to Help You Buy, Manage and Use Your Energy:

**Electric Power Supply**
- Fixed Price
- Flexible Index Solutions
- Block Solutions
- MVPe
- i2i

**Natural Gas Supply**
- Managed Portfolio Services (MPS)
- Minimized Volatile Pricing (MVP)
- Managed Procurement Fund (MPF)

**Strategic Load Response**
- Automated Load Control
- Demand Response
- Ancillary Services
- Economic Programs
- Peak Load Management

**Renewable Energy**
- Renewable Energy Certificates
- Geothermal Heat Pump Systems
- Biomass Plants

**Online Energy Management**
- EnerPro (Natural Gas)
- My Account BETA (Electric Power)
- VirtuWatt (Load Response)

**Solar Solutions**
- Solar Power Purchase Agreements
- On-Site Solar Installations
- Solar Leasing

**Energy Efficiency Upgrades**
- Lighting
- Building Envelope
- Building Management Systems
- HVAC
- Water Conservation Measures

**Central Plant Outsourcing**
- Chilled Water Systems
- Boiler Plants
- Heat Recovery Systems

**Building Solutions**
- Mechanical Services
- Maintenance Contracts

Easy Online Energy Management:
**My Account BETA**
Constellation customers now have a convenient way to access and manage all account information anytime, anywhere. With My Account BETA, you’ll have at your fingertips a free, easy-to-use online tool that helps you manage and monitor your energy usage. View and pay invoices, view contracts, submit service requests, and more. Plus, stay updated on the latest energy market news and policies so you can make informed energy decisions for your company.
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